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STANDISH: Intersection of Route 114 and Route 35
Assessment
The intersection of Routes 35 and 114 is a four-way stop-controlled
intersection with a red, overhead flashing beacon in the center of the
intersection.

Pending Projects
No major recent or pending MaineDOT projects.

Municipal Input

N

Overview map of HCLs reviewed in this assessment.

Noted concerns by the city include the following:
• The two major issues with the intersection of Routes 114 and 35 is
volume and safety concerns.
• Primary concern with the intersection is volume with traffic backing
up usually at least a mile in the evenings coming from Windham
into Standish. In the assessment the town would really value any
recommendations there concerning volume.
• Town interested in dedicated turn lanes coming west and east into
the intersection, similar to the Routes 25/35 intersection.
• Recent change to a form-based code in the village where that
intersection exists requires sidewalks as part of new development.
There is an existing sidewalk along Route 114 heading into Gorham.

Safety Issues
Route 114

Street view of intersection at Route 114 and Route 35 traveling South on
Route 35, from Google Maps
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There were 17 crashes at this intersection. The crashes are relatively evenly
split among the intersection approaches with two to four occuring on each.
Many of the crashes (8 of the 11) at this intersection are failures to yield and
running the stop sign.
As noted by the municipality, if volumes are high and traffic backs-up for a
mile, driver’s are likely impatient by the time they reach the intersection
and do not wait their turn or run the stop sign. There are also numerous
driveways near the intersection that drivers could use to bypass the
intersection.
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STANDISH: Intersection of Route 114 and Route 35
Recommendations
•

•

Add turn lanes for heavy-demand movements.
o Potentially use PACTS Miovision to determine movement
patterns.
Consider alternative intersection controls such as a roundabout or a
traffic signal. A roundabout would help with both efficiency and
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•
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safety, but may require right of way impacts. Right-turn bypass
lanes could be incorporated, depending on right-turn demand.
Consider access management options for the driveways near the
intersection, like better driveway definition, more narrow entries
and exits, and combining/consolidating driveways.

STANDISH: Intersection of Route 114 and Route 35

N

Aerial view of Route 35 and Route 114, from Google Maps
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STANDISH: Intersection of Route 114 and Route 35
Crash Data
The crash data used for this assessment was based on 2015-2017 crash data. The following table summarizes the crash data for this location and also shows
additional crashes from 2018. The crash diagram for this location is shown on the following page.

Location
Route 114 and Route 35

HCL
Node
15643

Crashes by Year
2015
2

2016
5

2017
4

2018
6

Total
Crashes
(2015-18)
17

Percent
Injury
(2015-17)
27.3%

Critical
Rate
Factor
(2015-17)
1.89

*See the abbreviations and definitions section at the beginning of this report for more information about each data point.

The legend below will aid in understanding the crash diagram that follows.
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Highway
Corridor
Priority
(2015-17)
2/3

Speed
Limit
35 mph

Estimated
AADT
5,000-9,000

STANDISH: Intersection of Route 114 and Route 35
Intersection of Route 114 and Route 35
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WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
C

B

A

Street view of intersection Pride’s Corner travelling South on Bridgton Road,
from Google Maps

N

Municipal Input

Assessment
This site includes two intersections and a roadway segment.
A. Intersection at Pride’s Corner: Pride’s Corner is a four way
signalized intersection. Pride Street approaches the intersection at
an angle.
B. Roadway Segment on Route 302: The segment along Bridgton Road
has several driveways between the two intersections.
C. Intersection of Route 302, Elmwood Avenue, and Chase Hill Road:
The intersection of Bridgton Road, Elmwood Avenue, and Chase Hill
Road is an angled intersection with stop signs on Elmwood Avenue
and Chase Hill Road. Traffic on Bridgton Road does not stop.

N

High Crash Locations from PACTS HCL Assessment

Noted concerns by the city include the following:
• Lack of a left-turn pocket/signal, weaving, close approximately to
Elmwood Avenue.
• The traffic signal controller might be at capacity.
• No pending projects on the horizon.

Recent or Pending Projects
Mill and Fill on Route 302, beginning 0.02 of a mile west of Riverside Street
and extending north 1.20 miles to 0.03 of a mile west of Chase Hill Drive
scheduled for 2020.
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Aerial view of Pride’s Corner, Bridgton Road, and intersection of Bridgton
Road and Elmwood Avenue, from Google Maps
1

WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
Safety Issues
A. Intersection at Pride’s Corner
At Pride’s corner the majority of the crashes were rear-end collisions:
• On Route 302/Bridgton Road there were six in the northbound
direction and five in the southbound direction. In the southbound
direction there were another two sideswipe crashes from lane
changes, which also may be due to the inability to stop in time and
avoiding a rear-end crash.
• There were two crashes each in both the east and westbound
directions, on Pride Street and Brook Street.
Three of the crashes involved vehicles turning left from southbound Route
302/Bridgton Road onto Brook Street, colliding with vehicles traveling
straight through the intersection. Four crashes involved running a red light:
three of the crashes involved vehicles running the red light on Pride Street
and one crash was due to a vehicle running the red light from Brook Street.
B. Roadway Segment on Route 302
Many of the crashes on Bridgton Road are due to a failure to keep in lane.
Two are a result of cars failing to yield when leaving the Subway restaurant.
C. Intersection of Route 302, Elmwood Avenue, and Chase Hill Road
Five of the accidents at the intersection with Elmwood Avenue and Chase
Hill Road are due to cars coming out of Elmwood Avenue failing to yield to
oncoming traffic. One crash is related to a left turning vehicle into Elmwood
from Bridgton failing to yield to oncoming traffic. Five crashes are because
of vehicles failing to slow down for cars trying to make the turn onto
Elmwood.
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Aerial view of (A) Pride’s Corner and (B) Route 302

Recommendations
A. Intersection at Pride’s Corner
• To address the rear-end crashes and red-light running, review
vehicle speed, signal operations, signal conspicuity, and enhance
drivers expectancy to stop.
All approaches:
• Apply retroreflective borders to signal backplates.
• Evaluate red and yellow clearance intervals, and retime if necessary.
• Install advance detection.
Route 302/Bridgton Road:
• Install signal warning sign, in particular consider a dynamic warning
sign that flashes when signal is red or warns of vehicle queue.
• Collect vehicle speed data to determine if speeds are appropriate
for the speed limit and roadway/intersection design. If speeds are
too high, consider traffic calming or enforcement measures.
• In the southbound direction, consider changing the left-through
lane to a left-turn only phase with protected phasing.
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WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
Pride Street:
• It is unclear if the drivers that ran the red light were traveling
straight through the intersection or turning right on red. If they
were turning right on red, then the modified lane assignment for
southbound drivers on Route 302/Bridgton Road, may alleviate
those conflicts. Also consider restricting right turns on red.
• Enhance driver expectancy of stop through advance Signal Ahead
pavement markings/warning sign.
Brook Street
• Enhance driver expectancy of stop through advance Signal Ahead
pavement markings/warning sign.
B. Roadway Segment on Route 302
The primary recommendations through this segement are related to access
management and reducing unexpected lane changes.
• Add narrow concrete median/curbing on centerline in the vicinity of
the Brook/Pride Street intersection and restrict driveways to rightin-right out access.
• Evaluate the feasibility of adding a left-turn lane/two-way left-turn
lane in between the influence areas of the Brook Street and
Elmwood Avenue intersections to remove left-turning vehicles from
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the through-lanes and reducing unexpected lane changes from
through vehicles.
C. Intersection of Route 302, Elmwood Avenue, and Chase Hill Road
The rear-end and angle crashes at this intersection are indicative of drivers
who do not have adequate gaps or sight distance from the stop-controlled
approaches. This is exacerbated by the horizontal and vertical curvature on
three of the approaches.
All approaches:
• Consider modifying the intersection control from two-way stop
controlled to an alternative control, such as a traffic signal control.
Northbound Route 302/Bridgton Road:
• Investigate the ability to offset the right-turn lane to enhance the
sight-distance of drivers on Elmwood Avenue.
Southbound Route 302/Bridgton Road:
• Consider adding intersection warning sign approaching Elmwood
Avenue.
Elmwood Ave:
• Consider removal of landscaping/shrubs behind the guardrail
northeast of the intersection that may contribute to lack of sight
distance looking to the north on Bridgton Road.
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WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
Crash Data
The crash data used for this assessment was based on 2015-2017 crash data. The following table summarizes the crash data for all three locations and also
shows additional crashes from 2018. The crash diagrams for all three locations are shown on the following pages.

Crashes by Year
Location
Pride’s Corner
Route 302
Route 302, Elmwood
Ave, Chase Hill Rd

HCL Node
16896
16896-16897
16897

2015
7
2
2

2016
8
1
4

2017
12
7
5

2018
3
3
1

Total
Crashes
(2015-18)
30
13
12

Percent
Injury
(2015-17)
33.3%
30.0%
18.2%

Critical
Rate
Factor
(2015-17)
1.06
1.05
1.77

*See the abbreviations and definitions section at the beginning of this report for more information about each data point.

The legend below will aid in understanding the crash diagrams that follow.
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Highway
Corridor
Priority
(2015-17)
4/6
1
1/6

Speed
Limit
30-35 mph
35 mph
30-35 mph

Estimated
AADT
2,500-17,000
17,000
200-17,000

WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
A. Intersection at Pride’s Corner
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WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
B. Roadway Segment in Route 302
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WESTBROOK: Pride’s Corner
C. Intersection of Route 302, Elmwood Avenue, and Chase Hill Road
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WESTBROOK: Intersection of Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road
Assessment
The intersection of Route 302 (Bridgton Road), Duck Pond Road, and Hardy
Road is a four-leg, two-way stop-controlled intersection with an overhead
flasher. Duck Pond Road and Hardy Road are both stop-controlled with
flashing red beacons and Route 302 has flashing yellow beacons in both
directions.

Recent or Pending Projects
Rumble strip installation on both north and southbound approaches od
Route 302/Bridgton Road was completed in 2017, with a break in the
rumble strip though the intersection.
N

Overview map of HCLs reviewed in this assessment.

N

Aerial view of Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road, from Google
Maps

Hardy Rd

Duck Pond Rd
Route 302

Street view of intersection at Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road
traveling West on 302, from Google Maps
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Municipal Input
Noted concerns by the city include the following:
• Lack of gaps between traffic for turning traffic off of Duck Pond and
Hardy. Failure to yield at intersection.
• A round about was proposed but the neighborhood voted against it.
MaineDOT is the one who came to the City with the project.
• No pending projects on the horizon.

1

WESTBROOK: Intersection of Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road
6 of the 14 involved vehicles on the stop-controlled approaches, either
attempting to turn onto, or cross, Route 302.

Recommendations
•

Route 302

•

Hardy Rd

•

Aerial photo of Route 302, Duck Pond Road and Hardy Road
•

Safety Issues
There were 14 crashes within the intersection, the majority of which involve
vehicles from Route 302 (8 northbound and 4 southbound). Seven of those
crashes were rear-end collisions.
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Right/left turn lanes for Route 302 could help reduce rear-end
crashes. However, due to space restrictions and crash history, a
right-turn lane on the northbound approach may be most effective.
Add dotted edgeline along Route 302 across the approaches to
Hardy Road and Duck Pond Road to delineate the travel lanes.
Restrict driveway access to gas station on SE corner on Route 302.
Vehicles should turn on Duck Pond Road to access this gas station.
Drivers waiting to turn left from Route 302 onto Duck Pond Road
and vehicles going straight from Hardy Road onto Duck Pond Road
may be confused if a vehicle has turn signals on since the driveway
is so close to the actual intersection.
Consider modifying the signal control to an all-way stop control or a
signalized intersection. Both of these intersection options may
contribute to an increase in angle or rear end crashes. A
roundabout could help to reduce all crash types but it is noted that
the neighborhood did not want that type of intersection control.

WESTBROOK: Intersection of Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road
Crash Data
The crash data used for this assessment was based on 2015-2017 crash data. The following table summarizes the crash data for this location and also shows
additional crashes from 2018. The crash diagram for this location is shown on the following page.

Location
Route 302, Duck Pond Rd, and
Hardy Rd

HCL
Node
16900

Crashes by Year
2015
5

2016
5

2017
4

2018
7

Total
Crashes
(2015-18)
21

Percent
Injury
(2015-17)
28.6%

Critical
Rate
Factor
(2015-17)
2.64

*See the abbreviations and definitions section at the beginning of this report for more information about each data point.

The legend below will aid in understanding the crash diagram that follows.
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Highway
Corridor
Priority
(2015-17)
1/6

Speed
Limit
25-40 mph

Estimated
AADT
1,000-16,500

WESTBROOK: Intersection of Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road
Intersection of Route 302, Duck Pond Road, and Hardy Road
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GORHAM: Intersection of Route 4/202 and Route 237
Assessment
This site includes the intersection of Routes 4/202 and 237. This
intersection is a single lane roundabout with four approaches.

Recent or Pending Projects
•
•

Proposed 1 ¼” overlay project on Route 4/202 beginning at Route
25 and extending north 3.76 miles scheduled for 2020.
Proposed highway rehabilitation project Beginning at Acorn Street
and extending north 0.28 of a mile to Route 4/202 (PACTS
Sponsored MPI) scheduled for 2020.

N

Municipal Input
Overview map of HCLs reviewed in this assessment.

Noted concerns by the city include the following:
• Oldest roundabout installed in Gorham.
o Four approaches with unequal traffic volumes
o Obsolete geometry
o Small, tight radii
• On a Statewide load truck route
• Need to consider pedestrians when thinking about this area

Route 4/202

N

Street view of intersection at Route 4/202 and Route 237 traveling South on
Route 4/202, from Google Maps

N

Aerial view of Route 4/202 and Route 237, from Google Maps
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GORHAM: Intersection of Route 4/202 and Route 237
Safety Issues
There were 28 crashes within the intersection from 2015-2017. 23 of the 28
crashes were angle crashes; however, none of these angle crashes resulted
in an injury. There were a few rear-end crashes and vehicles striking DFOs.

Recommendations
•

The current roundabout design does not appear to have sufficient
deflection for entrance approaches, so vehicles can enter the roundabout
without reducing their speed. The higher speeds reduces the time to judge
an adequate gap and can also limit pedestrians ability to cross at the
marked crosswalks. The two right-turn bypass lanes also contribute to long
pedestrian crossing distances.

•

N

Aerial photo of Gorham Roundabout
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Roundabouts are effective in reducing serious inuries and fatalties.
One reason they work so effectively, is the deflection angle on the
approaches, so that if a crash occurs it is not at a 90-degree angle
but rather more like a sideswipe. The geometry of the north leg is
such that a 90-degree collision is possible. The concrete splitter
islands for all approaches, and particularly the north leg, should be
re-evaluated to introduce a greater deflection angle for vehicles
entering the roundabout.
Add pedestrian warning signs to crosswalks and change the
standard crosswalk pavement markings to high-visibility markings.

GORHAM: Intersection of Route 4/202 and Route 237
Crash Data
The crash data used for this assessment was based on 2015-2017 crash data. The following table summarizes the crash data for this location and also shows
additional crashes from 2018. The crash diagram for this location is shown on the following page.

Location
Gorham Rotary

HCL
Node
15714

Crashes by Year
2015
12

2016
7

2017
9

2018
8

Total
Crashes
(2015-18)
36

Percent
Injury
(2015-17)
7.1%

Critical
Rate
Factor
(2015-17)
4.47

*See the abbreviations and definitions section at the beginning of this report for more information about each data point.

The legend below will aid in understanding the crash diagrams that follow.
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Highway
Corridor
Priority
(2015-17)
2/3

Speed
Limit
25-35 mph

Estimated
AADT
7,000-8,500

GORHAM: Intersection of Route 4/202 and Route 237
Gorham Roundabout
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